
 

Alloc Installation Instructions 

Alloc is an innovative laminate flooring manufacturer known for simple and quick 
installation. Alloc locking systems are modern, durable and easy to handle. 

 
Click here to view the Alloc Step-by-Step installation guide! 

 
Installation can be a do-it-yourself project. Begin by preparing your space for 

installation – remove any obstructions, clean the subfloor, and determine in which 
direction you want to lay your floor. When installing, always begin in the corner and 
work in a side to side manner. One you finish a row of flooring, cut the last piece 

and use the leftovers to start your second row. The sophisticated locking system 
allows the planks to simply click together to form a seamless and smooth surface.  

 

 
Alloc Tile 
Who knew installing tile could be so easy. Have the luxurious and fresh look of tile 

without the mess! Alloc tile clicks together with the integral mechanical locking 

system to create a natural and smooth finish. 

City Scapes 
The City Scapes collection is beautiful and easy to install. Alloc’s patented 

fiberboard locking system creates a tight and strong lock to endure the busiest 
environments.  

 
Commercial 
Trust the most durable laminate from Alloc. The commercial collection is known for 

a tough locking system and the best quality laminate. 
 

Commercial Stone 
Enjoy the toughest Alloc collection with a tile look. No more messy installation with 
the simple mechanical locking system that features alignment accuracy.  

 
Domestic 

Meet Alloc’s newest innovation: The aluminum locking system. Installation time is 
cut in half with this sleek design. Planks click together to create one of the most 

durable, seamless and natural joins in the industry.  
 
 

http://www.bestlaminate.com/installation/alloc_installation_guide1.pdf
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Alloc Installation Instructions 

Elite 
The Alloc Elite collection features the Lift-Lock-&-Drop locking system. Despite the 

thick plank design, installation is quick and easy and creates joins you can depend 
on.  

 
Original 

Enjoy all the beauty and benefits of the Alloc Original collection. The wax coated 
edges lock together to create one of the most durable and water resistant joins in 
the industry. The Valinge Aluminum locking system assures a smooth and tough 

transition between planks.  
 

Prestige 
The natural beauty of wood meets the best locking technology in the Prestige 
Collection. Planks feature dual locking systems: The long side is equipped with the 

Aluminum Alloc Prestige 4G locking system to assure one of the strongest joins, 
while the short side features the 5G-S side-push lock to shorten installation time 

and create a seamless surface.  
 
 

 
 


